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Page * REESE ae a 

2 It simply is not true, as here represented, that the first quoted paragraph 

of my requests is not included in the Dallas request but is limited to New Orleans 

only. The two requests are identical except for the last of the three here quoted 

paragraphs, which pertained exclusively to New Orleans information, "persons or 

organizations who figured in" the Garrison investigation. 

Comment: I do not regard this as an accidental error because it is the one means 

by which the FBI can claim to have complied with my request without searching and 

by limiting response to the few provided main files only. By this serious and basic 

misrepresentation the FEI now pretends that my Dallas request does not include 

"records « . e« that are not contained within the filegs) on that ass. ination, as 

well as those that are.” (Emphasis added) 

44, lines 3 ff. adG Shenefield did not decide with regard to by far most of my 

appeals, although this language represents that he decided with regard to all of them. 

By far most remain ignored as of today. 

The representation in the first full paragraph, that both Oswalds, Jack Ruby and 

the Warren Commission searches "was not required by the original request" is not 

true and, in fact, is even contradicted by the fact referred to on page 3, first 

three sentencds and footnote, becuse those are the very files included in the 

release referred to on page three. There is no doubt that all are within both 

requests. 

The last paragraph, relating to ‘iew Orleans, states thst I was to have been 

provided with main files and portions of other files relating to Ferrie, Garrison 

and Ruby. With regard to Rerrie and Garrison, the New Orleans search slips — that 

are not the Search slips prepared for this case in any event ~ list a number of 

existing records, that yy in withheld, without any claim for exemption, and in 
Cand pirate Att Tid pa Menges t heyy, af 

addution I have itentified other Ferrie records that have not been searched for 

and processed.e 

Comment: It will be safe to assume that everything I state herein is in the case 

record and undisputed in it. I will indicate any exceptions I recall. 

5 Without describing them, the brief admits that "various files and tapes relating 

to the JFK assassination" would be processed. Actually, no search for tapes has been 

made and, as with the very significant tapes of the police broadcast, search has 

been refused even when + identified files in which they should be eneluded. Fa oan 

a special place in which they and films were stored in the Dallas office. No search 

has even been claimed to have been made. Instead, with regard to these particular 

tapes, Phillips prowtided a series of conclusory opinions each and every one of which



I proved was not truthful in a series of response affidavits. (If as I strongly 
believe, excerpts from my affidavits should be quoted, I think these are quite 
pertinent in reflecting that search was not yeh was refused Prat: bokbon fen naledpe 
ness characterizes the ee regentations. )(¢ int had mo ry [ 
5 With regard to the alleged, search after the salosens letter, the FBI does not 
file by subject and it knows it does not file by subject. So, instead of searching 
under the "eritios" by name, which was intended by Shea, wW @ ho knew and told me that 
the wy aes not file by subject, the FBI engaged in a charade and searched £6 
indices "critics", an entry it knew did not exist in its general indices. More- 
over, my appeals included the actual file numbers of some in both Dallas and New . 
Orleans, numbers disclosed on other disclosed records no search for even those 
correctly and specifically identified records has ever been made, and these appeals 
are among the majority of appeals that remain entirely ignored. 

6, lines 812: While I cannot state#it with certainty, I am pretty confident 
that "six films and eights tapes" were not provided. ioreover, to this day a 
correctly identified film, meaning movie film, which also was the subject of a 
separate request I filed 1/1/69, remains withheld. Another of the movies remained 
withheld long after my appeal and was not provided until after i ififormed the FBI that 
it had provided this to another and later requester, who had informed me of ite To 
this day no search for all films and tapes has met been attested to. The only = 
references to claimed search is to what was within the main files in those offices 

  

and with regard to both offices the requests are specific in including what is not 
in thosduain files. For example, in C.A. 75-1996 i was provided with the transcript Leet api); 
of an excerpt of a tape of : 

    
of Jim “arrison but it has not been either searched 

for or provided in this case and I did provide proper identification of it to the 
FBI and on appeale (It also is included in ny affidavits.) 

6, lines 14 ff; Citing D.E. 8 the brief alleges that in this case "the FBI 
reviewed 55,775 documents, consisting of 148,196 pages," of which "23,969 documents 
had already been procegsed." Those 25,969 documents, which are far and away nost of 
the 148,196 pages, were not "reviewed" in this case. They had been disclosed before 
this suit was filed, before my requests were madee The footnote to this misrepresentation 
states that "Many FBI Headquarters documents are duplicates of field office documents" 
and thus "were not processed againe" But the truth is that because there was no 
review and because it was assumed that everything sent to FBIHQ was disclosed when it 
had not been, an additional 3,500 pages ultimately were disclosed when I pressed the 
FBI and appeals office on tbis. The disclosures were thus not voluntary at all and 

required this litigation forftheir disclosure. This comment applies also to a large 
pevcentage of the



documents next referred to as disclosed, 11,806. ds :.y uncontested affidavits make 

clear, compliance was claimed with the initial processing and I had to press for the 

subssquent disclosures, (214 fli v Ales i bab Po ‘0 

7 The indices} compliance was claimed before these were > aiscloced, RNatnaNyZaIRZ 

  

thus, again, without this litigation they would not have been disclosede They may ve l/ 

be the most important of the disclosed records for sheolars 

7 "records relating to the Gerrison investigation:" M11 search slips are claimed 

to have been provided and there are no such search slips. Moreover, this language, 

consistent with the F2I's misrepresentation throughout this itigation, entirely 

mgsrepresents my actual request, which was not as stated here in the brief but 

was for "all records on or pertaining to . » » persons or organizations who figured 

in District Attorney Jim Garrison:s investigation." Instead of searching to 

comply with this request the FsI merely stated that it had no separate file on the 

Garrison investigation. However, the phony New Orleans search slips list many 

pertinent Garrison and other records not processed and withheld without claim to 

exemption, with the spurious claim that they are not relevante 

8 last graf, "I, the abgenceg of any complaint from plaintiff..." There were many 

complaints in the form of appeals that were and remain igmored. There also were in 

the form of uy affidavits, which documented these "complaints." 

8 botton, the proposed Vaughn index: This proposal coi:zpietely ignored the 

complaints I had already made with regard to the withholdings, complaints that 

had little prospect of being included in the 1/100 proposal and which remain ignored. 

9 bottom, the alleged "refutation" of my allegation that my appeals had not 

been acted upon. The brief holds no citation and no truthful citation is possible 

because most of my appeals remain ignorede 

10, lines 3 ff. this is a bobtailed and unfaithful account. When counsel left to 

confer and my counsel phoned me I offered to settle the case and not refile it if 

the iBI wouj@ make a search under the critics and this would have obviated the need 

for any costly Vaughn. The FEI and DJ refused outright, withous consultation with any 

higher authority, to either make the directed search for the records on the critics 

or to waive a Vaughn. Theyhetually insisted that they wanted to do a Vaughn, regardless 

of cost. With regard to the allegation about the 31 persons and organizations Wwho 

had never been mentioned or identified," the fact is that such lists existed and I 

attached several from official files to my appeals, still igmored. All are, in 

fact, "mentioned" in the disclosed FBI files and in the form of lists prepared



by the government when the Garrison investigation was current. In addition, as 

indicated above, te file numibes of some had been disclosed, without search being 

made, and they are indeed more than merely "mentioned" in both my appeals and 

affidavitse (Fof the most part the FBI obliterated the file numbers when it disclosed 

records on or about the critics, but in some instances it did not and thus I was 

able to provide them, and did.) 

11. The so-called "multi-tiered search in Phillips 5/3/82 affidavite I believe 

that this is the affidavit in which he actually admitted that Hellas, instead of 

Making any search at all, sent my request to FBIH, where, without making any search 

or any being possible for him, SA Thomas Bresson decided to limit compliance to the 

field office companion files of the FBIHW files disclosed earlier. Moreover, Phillips, 

in FBIHQ, was not able to provide a first-hand Yallas search affidavit. 

11,12 It simply is not true, MBX whether or not this is material, that the 

items mentioned by my counsel "had never before been raised by plaintiff.” All were 

included in my appeals and affidavits. And ignored. 

12, middle This is not a fair representation of the defendant's discovery demands. 

  

What they actually demanded is each and every reason I had and each and every 

relevan? docum uments, Because of the issue I've made of this they gi give any entirely 

unfaithful representation here to make it appear to be at least superficially not 

unreasonable whereas for all practical purposes it was impossible for me. As they 

continue onto 13 they omit my allegation that I had also provided this information and 

documentation in affidavits, and I think, based on what “esar told me about what 

the brief says about those affidavits, that includw At least selections olf these 
points would be important. (For example, Ronnie Caire, who was very acting withsh 
weth the Garrison item of the depyaicene request and had been the subjectyor an 

earlier request to which a false nec EoE ee was then sent mee I included the records 

referred to maternally a, Besrause to > Hy ‘request and I was written that the FBI had 

no records on him at ally In fact, Oswald had applied to him for a job, the one 

known job application the FBI never investigated, and Yaire was the registered 

agent for a ClA~supported anti-“astro group whose New Orleans address Vswald used 

on literature he distributed. 4s the case record, ieeemy uncontested affidavits 

show, the FBI simply refused to provide a sample of Oswald's literature in which 

he used this address to the Warren Commission, and in the end it had to obtain a 

copy from the Secret ~ervice. “his, in greater detail, is illustrative of what I had, 

lon before this date,already provided, with complete documentation.) 

13 With regard to my statement that "the discovery woulu be ‘extraordinarily 

burdensome for plaintifé to provide, partécularly given his age and ill-health,*"



the brief continues, "but he did not give any other information or attach any 

affidavits concerning this claim.(sic)" In fact the FBI was well aware of my 

“age and ill health, particularly its FOIA section, and in fact I had provided 

an affidavit so attesting. It is only after a snevcring and insulting reference 

to this, inierring that I was lying, that I provi.ied still another and fully 

detailed and documented affidavit regarding my medical history, going back, as I 

recall, to discovery of acute venous thrombosis in 1975 and in greater detail 

for the period beginning in 1980 and in still greater detail, complete with 

a long serioes of bills, fof the period of the discovery demandse With regard 

to the blatant lie that I did not provide informatiorf relating to burdensomeness, 

ft did this also in gfeat detail. With regard to harassment, I also provided 

detail and documentation on this, There never was any‘response to any of this 

by the FbI and it was never addressed in any attestation it provided. The record 

‘in the court below is clear, elaborate, detailed and undisputed, so this is, 

whether or not semantics I do not detect are employed, a gross lie. Jim told me 

that you have a copy of thé longer or longest (I may well have made other 

references in other ignored affidavits) of these medical affidavits and in the 

light of the magnitude and potential significance of this misrepresentation hope 

you will agree that at least a summary of it should be presented to the appeals court. 

Bith regard to the FBI and DJ knowledge of my medical condition and limitatuons, 

and I'm certain that this also is in the ease necordls in all my cases filed under the 

amended &4ct a large number of FSI FOIA personnel were in court and in conferences with 

me, as were a large number of Civil Division and USA attorneys. From the last quarter 

of 1975 on I have be.n required to keep ny legs elevated when sitting and they not 

only knew und observed this, and even made arrangements for it on occasion, but were 

also present when this need was explained to each and every court at the outset 

of each casee Yoth the FLI +'Ula unit and DJ lawyers were aware, begimuing in late 

1977, of the arterial blockages and the weakness I then suffered because they had 

to park fesar's car inside the FSI building for me to be able to confer with them. 

This is to say that both the FsI and Civil Division had all the required knowledge 

without my having to provide the affidavits Ll in fact did provides 

14 At the top they admit the filing of the last affidavit onlye But they do not 

refer to any effort, by affidevit or unsupported allegation by counsel, to dispute 

my claim to extreme burdensomeness. Obviously they coulda not refute my representations 

regarding my health. So, to tnig Bay ny yatvostations are undisputed. Uniy ignorede The 

brief to this point refers to no refubtion. Thee U TOM Ww fl. Cr Neen 

In this recolfinting, perhaps to make Him appear to be contemptuous, the brief 

ignores what he reported to the court and FBI counsel, that he had tried to get me 

to comply with the discovery demands and I had refused. I believe this is clear in



the transcripts. If there is no 14 > y mention, it is unequivocal in my affidaits. 

It also was the subject of conversatuons Jim reported to me when LaHaie phoned him to 

threaten me. I cannot date wes put I am @ertain that it was prior to the date 

mentioned, Hay 12, 1985, ness — limited to official notificati n of the courte 

(beginning line 5 up) ' Lprm ided separ rte attidas:t A 7 five. 

15,16 quotutions from my April and Hay 1983 affidavits: the fact is that these 

megely repost tihat I had earlier attested to and the act is that these and my 

p53 VAT OT CE 

earlier a emain ignored. ingle Selection May appear to be xtreme to 

Pays in] at. (eiad gad rrtut 

the court, in fact Wo Das eeu Ol meakors ws i SoH wee ponies 5 be few 

orbs JES Ue? ah that they weuld (Wend ase in in this kind of thing, $F you (At ee sf the 

DJ testimony with regard to how the FBI treated me and my requests from the Senate 

FoIa hearings. It is in the case records ‘The fact is that the FsI has not made 

even pro forma denial and however they may quote at ae case record is without 

refutation and in fact is undisputedf with regard Hy these allegationse | 

16 "Sune en beginning five lines up: It would not have been possible for 

each and every one of my appeals to have been provided in the litigation and ry sure 

the judge would Jave complained if I hade But there is nothing new in anything we 

filed in this time frame and “Sune is in my earlier appeals and my earlier affidavitse 

In fact, long before this Gates the FBI was required to disclose one of the Dallas © 

JUNE records to me, the" ‘admat JUNE file on the Marina Oswald surveillancese It is not 

true that "plaintiff had not mentioned earlier in the litigation" such things as the 

unsearched JUNE records. (top o: WL poovarled m apt tol befve This Aute on the Marin. 
Nu ae u peed) 

The "Statement of the Case" is largely misrepresentqion of the case record and 

is som-tines untruthful. 

SUNARY Of ARGUMENT (pp 18-22) 

Whether or no. it is mentioned in this section, the brief in the first section 

does not refer to any contradiction of ny allegations of burdensomeness and in fact 

there is no contradiction of it in the case record. iy affidavits are the only 

evidence in theg case record relating to burdensomenesse 

I forgot above, with regard to ticklerse That also was not a new claim, as this 

brief represents. I raised the faibune to seagch for any ticklers with the FBI and 

the appeals office, they are the subject of ignored appeals, and in my affidavits I 

even told the FBI who to ask about them and where to look for theme One of the areas 

of refusal to search, with no first-person affidavit provided, and of the significance 

of ny undisputed but ignored affidavits, is ticklers, pertaining to which Phillips 

nicrepeanted, evaded and did not even ask for any Dallas or New Orleans searcheSe 

Ticklers have been relevant and the subject of controversy in all my FOIA cases and



the FB always refuses to search fof them and claims they do not exist or cannot be 

found. The reason is apperent when they are forced to disclose: the content of these 

ticklers, in the subject-matter of my interest, is largely political and they contain 

what is relevant and is not in the main files. The FBI pretends that all relevant 

information is always in the main filese 

18 "DefeRiaat's. served interrogatories and a ddounent production request upon 

plaintiff in order to discover the bases for plaintiff's claims that the FBI had not 

conducted an adequate search in response to his FOIA request." This is palpably 

false because I had already provided all the information I had in my affidavits and 

appeals and all that had been ignored. The FBI has not even ofi'ered the suspicion that 

I could provide more information or documentation. (Here again I think a few samples 

like Robnnie Caire, ticklers and the Dallas police tapeyill be impressive to the 

court.jn fact my Rennie Caire effidavitdincludes af legst one thoroughly detailed and 

documented appeal, both remaining entirely ignorede) TA hime 

18 "Plaintiff had claimed ghat unspecified information and documents in his 

possession supposedly substantiated his claims." This also is false because my 

appeals and afiidavits may be longer than the government preferred but they are 

specific, detailed, docwnented - and ignored. Havin# entirely ignored those several 

file drawers of documented appeals and all my many affidavits, the FBI now represents 

that this alleged discovery "was the only means of finding out the basis for plaintiff's 

allegations." eve again a few samples will make it clear that this is simply untuuthful. 

19 In admitting that I had filed these appeals that held the requested information 

the brief ignores the affidavits. (Lines 3 ff) It then states what is not in the 

case record and is quite untruthful, that "Plaintiff's administrative appeals, 

however, while replete with allegations of the supposed existence of files (sic) 

not searched, fail to supply the claimed support for..these allegations." I provided 

thousands of pages of xeroxes of mostly the FHI's own records with these appealse 

This is followed by another lie, "Frequently, plaintiff’ siageeek simply cites a 

  

sequence of other appeals which end in a reference to additional information which he 

choses not to provide." There was but one dastenes of this in several file drawers, 

and the reason I refused to let the FBI know what I kmew was quite specific, that . 

if it knew in that instance it would limit its search to what 1 specified. (This 

was based on prior experBence with the FBI.) 4s a result, as the brief does not 

acknowledge, the FoT Was forced to provide what it had withheld, even to the extent 

of making a spurious clain to exemption to withhold a reference to it, the Marina 

Oswald JUNE or suyveillances files. (Another similar illustrafion is the withheld 

Hrguerite Oswald files. I identivied one and in the end I got one. later, to another 

litigant, and Yim has this, it wes disclosed that FBIHQ ordered Dal l¥to set up still 

another Margu rite Vszald file. +t remains unsearched for or not reported on any



a 

When we discussed your brief I read you and excerpt from one o: their pleadings 

in which they admitted that I had agreed to provide this and had in fact provided it 

long before they {filed ton iscovery. This is one of the reasons for believing that 

their discovery was no more than a deliberate Cointelpro operations I think it should 

be included now and hope you will agree.



KK 

search slip and even after ltarguerite Yswald compliance is claimed in this litigation, 

it is still withheld, without claim to any exemptione lt with rt al pugft WS rhd oped. 

However, with regard to this one misrepresented instance, described falsely as 

a "frequent" occurence, neither the uppeals office nor the FBI wver asked me for 

any more information and it is quite obvious that none was nexessarye It is all in 

the indices and the FBI knew this if it had made any search at all. It did not 

need any information from me, which is the basic claim of this partf/of the argument. 

All it needed was to be honest. (See below at *) 

20 he brief claims that the affi¢/avits i provided "belie" my claim of burdensome= 

nest tnd. jpremient was made in district court, refute ghey, effort was made to 

dispute sies I statede I accounted for the time required by those affidavits and 

pointed out that all they required was that I sit and typee They did not require 

the engrmous searches demanded in discovery nor the freguent trips to the basement 

where all those records are when steps are at best a svrious problem to me and I can 

use then euly a few times a day without danger due to my medical condition. Ory at 

this point, where at the district Level the government made no effort to refute what 

L stated under oath, they are being less than honest gue imposing on the trust of 

the appeals court to#4ake this false and entirely umsuppoerted claim after it 

was compeletely refuted. (See ** below.) 

20 The brief admits that I argued "that defendants did not xemmins: really 

require this (iges the discovery) information" before the district court. The 

brief does not cite any Xk evidence the government presented to the district 

court in refutation. There is no refutation of this before the district courte 

  

If what I stated ee aath was to be disputed, was phe government not 

required to dispute 0h ‘pofore the district court, instead of substituting un- 

supported argument about it before the appeals court? 

Here again I believe that actual excerpts from the affidavits and my affidavit on 

this very point, in the case record, might be cited or quoted efiectively because 

this is the one effort to address my appeals and affidavits and it is unfaithful. ZA pope 

This is enlarged bpon on 21, line 10 following,"It would have taken no more effort, 

and likel{ less, to answer defendant's discovery, which simply required a good faith, 

reasonable effort at providing answers." This is knowingly false, in what it states 

and what it misrepresents of the case record. What was demanded of me is each and 

every reason and each and every document, with at least 40 file cabinets of records 

involved, not merely any reasonnto believe that the withheld records exist. Also, 

there is no government evidence in the case record on the time and nature of the 

effort required, thus there here is no reference to the case record. The exact 

opposite of this representation is the only anff entirely undisputed evidence in the 

case record in which I did in detail address the excessive anil extraordinarily



The sole purpose of providing that incomplete appeal was to reflect the fact that 

I had filed JUNE ap ,eals. There then was no point in providing anything else. However, 

as is obvious, I did later provide the identification and as a result the FBI was 

forced to disclose what it knew it had, what was embarrassing to it, and what it 

had asserted improper claims to exemption to withhold identification of it from mee 

This thus is first entirely out of context, next is false because it is the one 

tame Tt temporarily withheld identification, and it is not an accidental offense 

pecauss I provided an affidavit addressing this entire matter that remains unrefutede



burdensome nature ot the demanded diseovery. 

21 Likes 14-15 There is this misrepresentative sentence with regard to the 

discovery demands, "Plaintiff, however, did not even attempt to answer." This 

does not say that I did not answer the questions, it suys I made no answer at all. 

I did not ignore the court, I did answer with my undisputed affidavits to the 

burdensomeness and lack of need of the discovery. They and what my counsel did with 

them are an answero 

21 With regard to Lesar, lines 4 up ff, "for his counsel had failed to fulfil (sic) 

his responsibilities as an officer of the court, to BAe ax, controlling the course 

of the litigation." Tris and what follows is false and the case record shows that 

it is false. “evar came up here and spent most of a day trying to talk me into 

at least making a gesture at doing what the sovernment demanded. This is quite 

explicit in the case record. What follows at the top of 22, that all we did was 

repeat ndinket ohjections that we had mate before, also is not true. Thus again 

no citation offthe case record. 

22, lines 3-5 It is alleged that my counsel "acted simply as a mouthpiece" for 

me, filing my "affidavits without regard to their relevgnce or qppropriateness." 

While I do wish he had made more use of theg, I know that frequently he just did not 

have the time and I have no doubt that he had been worm down by the FBI and DJ. 

However, with regard to any claim or even suggestion that my affidavits were not 

relevant or appropriate, is not the place for that before the ae court, 

where I then would be able to respond? and where they would then e’ the focus 

of attention? This was never done. Their relevance is not disputed in any FBI 

evidence nor is their appropriat:messe [ thes ome Bow) Semple wruld pe / Uf win inet ig J 

ARGULENT (22-49) 

23 ©The misrepresentation of limited and simple discovery is repeated, +1i5Ey tbe 

interrogatories and document oroduction demanded "defeni:nts simply attempted to 

discovery the bases for plaintiff's claims that the FBI had not conducted an 

adequate search." If this had been the p¥epose the FI would not have had any need 

to demand each and every reason and each and every document. This is persistently 

misrepresented in this brief, It did not ask me merely to establish something, not 

that it was necessary, and my allegation that it wasng't is undisputed. It deliberately 

went farthur and demanded everything about anything and everything, which under 

any circumstances is knowingly excessive. Moreover, even after 1 pointed this out 

before the district court it ref'used-to make thememmesemeed sinple requests. 

23, line 7 ff "Defendant's did not, however, undertake discovery to relieve them 

selves of the burden of proving that the FBI's discovery was adequate." This is 
= —_—_



  

directly the opposite of given to the district court for demanding 
ee 

the discovery, that it alone would enable the FEI to prove that it had made an 
adequate search, Jin should he atic to provide this or I will, if you do not have 
a copy of it. And I do think very much that the more we can show them saying two 
contradictory things the better all around. 

   
This is followed by another mes ppeeke TXMAS EMER tots keen     

  

direct contradiction of what they told the district court, "Nor could defendant's 
discovery have accomplished this," 

Comment: The obvious purpose this deliberate misrepresentation serves is an effort *o refute my allegation (page 25, lines 7-8) "that decendants were trying to shift 
the burden of proof in a FOIA case," 

23. lines 9 up ff, the representation that I did not specify what was withheld, 
First they pretend that I had not provided this in detail earlier, as I had 

in the appeals and affidavits and as they admitted in the pleading I cited te you 
by phone befor@ you filed your brief, and then they say the exact opphsite of the 
representation that their discovery demands were sinply by pointing out that the 
FBI had released "more than 200,000 piges of documentsY to mee Any search of them 
by me, particularly when I do not have PBIHG's indices §and most are FBIHQ records) 
is obviously no simple matter under the best of circumstances, This is followed by 
an obvious untunth, that "detenuant's only heans Adiscovering the bases for plaintiff's 
clains was to serve discovery requests." It is not only that I hae already provided 
this information, it is that in what I refer to above they admitted this before 
they filed their discovery demands. Senses rn aie Meee dh ee ther, hf fe beh 

Following this, of all the multitudinous ignored appeals, they again 
Wefer to the one about the JUKE Tiles referre _to above, again ignoring the case 
record subsequent to this ee a that if I told the FBI it woulda 
limit its se he Tt is, I think quite significant that ater they were corrected 
abo ta the district court they continue to deceive ana misrepresent. It then 
states that "There was no tenclosed appeal attached Ol ne affidavite It was not 
necessary to the purposes of that affidavit. I+ was, howeverp provided initially 
to the apveals office, from whichp or from me if it had wanted it, the FBI could 
have obtained a copy by mergly asking for ite It also is not truthful to state, 
as in contradiction to the case record the brief states, that without my providing the 
specification the FBI already had and didn't need, "defendant's could not directly 
respond to whatever evidence plaintiff intended." (Later I did provide the information 
to Shea.) What the brief does not state is that the FBI made any search at all after 
my appeal or after my affidavit and the plain and simple truth is that it didn't.



IP 
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What actually dhppend, and thdcase record is quite explicit on this,‘the FBI withheld 

from its Dallas inventory all referunces to the files on the bugging and wiretapping 

of Marina Oswald, under b2 and of all things, 7D claims. But I obtained that 

infornaien soe NEE ag and this Imen wiefst seo withiwhiine, When. Esse 
was no alternative, when the FBI merely refused to search, gnd Shea asked me for the 

proof, I provided it and the FBI then disclosed the withheld records of which it 

  

ch because it was listed in the inventory 

and the FOIA unit vin ecktde ts ted icyense e The expurgated and the un- 

expurgated copies are fig chee & Saar is my specification of all of this 

befoYe the district court, This misrepresentation, thercfore, cannot be accidental. 

Thus this was not in any way any kind of "difficulty" for the FBI (line 2 up), 

and there is no specification of what.is not truthéul, that it had "similar difficulties® 

with regard to all the other points. hee is the only specification of any diffi~ 

culty, it is the only claimed need for information from me to search or prove an 

adequate search, and it was all false, witness the fact that the withheld records 

were listed on the Marina Oswald index cards in Dallas and FRLHQ, witthput any 
search made or attested to, and it was also lis toa in the inventory that FBIHQ 

made spurious exemption claims to withheld from me. Also tr alles Stab by sh Vp of / 90. 

All of the soregoing and more is in the case record and is entirely undisputed. 

I therefore believe that this misreprésentation is deliberate and not accidental or 

from ignorancee It is all in my affidavits responding to the similar misrepresentation 

to the distrjct courte 

29, lines ff. This tisrepresentation of what I filed and what it meang is 

    

refuted in an ide “ven the ari thnetic is untrue as I recall and 

repeated here after I showed a oe rer The last three lines are 

particularly untrue because I Btacel he exact opposite in that affidavit. The 

documentation I attached was at hand and required no search for me at all. If I 

remember correctly, I also state in the affidavits themselves that I was not able 

to make additional searches to attach additional documentation. I actually prepared 

and attested that ~ prepared those affidavits from my knowledge, without the effort 

required by their all-Gncludives discovery demandss That affidavit even includes the 

amount of time required of me and that. it was spread over a 10-month period. GY 146 

30 The misrepresmtation of the nature of the interrogatories and total omission 

of the documents demanded (lines 1 ff) is significant, as is the misrepresentation 

that it would have required less tine and effort to provide the discovery, again 

refuted with the refutation uncontested in the case record. They acknowledge receipt 

of this (lines ah ff), and follow this with a nonsequetur that also is not true, 

"Plaintiff attempted to claim that the affidavits #id not require much new research
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I do not know that you will need this but I would like you to understand better 

what this refers to. In my small office I have & four—drawer file cabinets, four tiio- 

drawer cabinets and four two—drawer legal-sized cabinets. lily desk has a desk orga- 

nizer which right now has fewer files on it but has 19 working files in ite Aside 

from stacks of material I expect to be pertinent. I also have a threedrawer subject 

fileg in the office. In the basement I have two four—drawer file cabinets of JFK 

assassination subject-filed duplicate copies and two cabinets of King and JFK 

appeals. All of this is entirely separate from the 200,000 pages from which 

entirely falsely and in contradiction to the only evidence in the case record the 

brief alleges I actually searched for those affidavits. All the cabinets I pefer to 

above are of name and subject files and they contain no exicinal records disclosed to 

me by the agencies. They do include duplicates of the originals that I made for 

this subject filing. The originals are prescrved exactly as I received them. The 

foregoing reflects what is "at hand" and required no. searfh. The searches I made in 

those 200,000 pages are very few and when I made them this is reflected in the 

affidavits themselves. For example, the affidavits on the Dallas police radio tapese 

And that search was simple because 1 used the Dallas index, wkich immediately reflected 

that the Ful had kept all of that information out of the main assassination files. 

There is absolutely nothing in the case record to justify the language of the 

brief, "These affidavits clearly required significant effort to research and write 

since they {reference specific documents from among the 200,000 pages," hiss is a 

lie and before it was uttered it was proven in the case record to be a liee No 

effort was made to refute my afiidavit, which, typically, was entirely ignorede 

However, the language I quote is ang entirely different description of my appeals 

(egin of faocunent ion refused) and does constitute acknowledgement of recéipt of 

"significant" re@Search and documentation long before discovery was soughte 

(See page 7 above re brief pages 18 and 19.)



and that answers to the interrogatories vould have done sO." (Again, no reference 

to the document demands) Apparently the language used is used to pretend that 

the cited La Chemise case is relevant to what I alleged “But all that was requiredees" /bA 

The#e is no contradiction either here or in the case record of the enormous effort 

that would heve been required of me to comply with the actual rather than the 

consisteily misrepresented discovery demandse 

"5 reasonable good faith effort," apparently the 4a Chemise languages would 

have required the enormous effort to which I attested, With my attestation un- 

contradicted at the district courte - e 

(wt not true that they are limited to what is in the district cost record? 

Nore of this is for the obvious reason that it would have been false. ronan claim, 

that in the same or less tine I could have complied, is proven to be false in the 

district couft record, here CXC AE ny attestations are undisputed. ) 

I do not recall whether 1 spelled out exactly how + proceeded, but for your 

understanding what I did is address each things in any pleading or FRBL affidavit 

in the order in which ma ap eared, from what was in my head. Or, exactly as I am 

doing nowe I haven't consulted a record, haven't searched for one, and I've made 

notes of only a couple I think you should havee Of these few, all are in ny 

oftice, so I do not have to use the stairs. They are all attached to my 

affidavits, which are in my offices I also had all the case records in my office, 

so on the rare uses I made of what had been filed, they were all at hand. Any 

exaiination of my afsidavits make it clear that this was my undeviating method, 

attesting in response page by puge, without any effort at reorganization, alas 

one of the reasons for sone of the length. But there was no other practical method 

for me and it took remarkably little time. 

This also permits Me, except when I forget, and when I forget I can regret it, 

to get up and move around every $ 20 minutes Gr SO, doctors’ orderse Prolonged 

sitting also further inpairs my already impaired circulation and that means potentially 

serious problemse 

While I do not have total recall and while my memory is not as good as it Was, 

that is what I am limited toe and I have worked this fast: I once did the draft of 

a book on a weekend. I used the same method because it was about another pooke 

Each of these afiidavits was in response to something the government filed. During 

the entire period I had walking therapy six mornings a week, three hours daily. I walked 

for a few minutes inside a mall then s@t and rested the leg, and when I rested 1 read 

and annotated the filings to which I responded, so the time reguired of me sia 

at my desk was even less. and, of course, L could not make searches in my basement 

when I was at the mall reading their filingse
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I think that they got carried away with their lies here and made a significant 

mistake in the last part of the sentence that begins, "But all that was required," 

which is, & "was a reasonable good faith effort at providing answers without 

significant new researche" There is but one way in which this could have been 

possible, and that is by duplicating what I had already done and provided, by 

adachthel 
Rekéee—men copies of the appeals and the affidavits and their attached documentations 

Of course this language is entirely different than the actual language of the 

discovery demands but it defines what the government now says would have satisfied 

it and all Alleged obligationsand it acknowledges all over again that I had already 

_done this, which is precisely what I stated. : 

There Sn not any way I can think of that would enable the government +o state 

that its discovery demands did not require any "si mificant new research" other 

than from knowledge of my existing research, and the only means by which it could 

obtain this knowledge is from that research itself as I nrovided ite 

I think this alone kills their case and destroys their integrity and exposes 

what they are really up to in all of this, including abuse of process, 1 think it 

is cadlede



35 , footnote 16, refutes the text, which represents that 1 did nothing ms 

time, stated nothing, etc. In fact my counsel and 1 in my affidavits repeated’ my 

basic objection and my intent to take the issue up on appeal. 

What concerns me about ignoring most of what they go into is that still another 

judicial defamation of me will result. The persisting misrepresentations of the 

FBI and DJ did lead the court in the case cited into serious factual errors that 

do defame me. I did not expand my request in that litigation and I have not in this 

litigation. They merely misrepresent my reyuest and what I did and did not do. And say. 

“his has other than personal significance because of the importance of the subject 

matter of my work and its uniqueness in that field. (I also am the only one who 

is not a concpiracy theorist and whose extensive published work as well as my 

court affidavits have no serious error.) vis and has been seriously hurtful to 

FOIA and what iyi means and represents. 

36 Footnote 17 is the kind of thing I had in mind when I read to you Shea's and 

other DJ testimony to the Senate FOIA subcommittee. It is in the case record and I 

h@pe you will now include it because this kind of thing can be poisonous and has 

been in the paste The record also reflects that as disclosed to me this document 

had the entire text withheld, after which it was disclosed to another , Mark Allene 

When I saw what Shea had writtenp, clearly to preserve his own pepoeone position, 

which nonetheless did not survive it, I wrote him and told him that if you would 

tell me where I had been unfair to or in any way vilified anyone in the FBI I would 

immediately forward a written apology.,He ngver responded and it just isn't true. 

But again, this lina of nn een is very hurtful to the cliente 

With regard to the delays attributed to me, I think Jim can document that the 

opposite is the truth. I did no single thing to delay the litigation. 

37 The false claim that drafting those affidavits took more time/ than complying 

with the discovery demands is repeated, again without reference to what was actually 

demanded, again without citation of the case record and again the exact opposite 

of what my neath 1 lt te toe Are they not limited to what is in 

the case record? I can seeCthis kind of fadhitication being very hurtful before 

some judges, especially those who have been influenced by previous mendacitiese 

Comment: I think it is necessary to quote the exact language of the all-inclusive 

discovery demands as well as my uncontested reply efiidavit when, not on evidence but 

as unsupported argument by counsel, the similar claim was made to the district court. 

39 At the bottom, repeated allegation that I was able to produce "lengthy refer nces 

to documents on other matters," I think this also can be hurtful because it is a 

deliberate misrepresentation. There are relatively few attachments to those affi- 

davits, as compared with my earlier affidavits in all cases, and virtually no



searching was required because most of what I used was at hand in my office. I am 

pretty certain that the afiidavits themselves explain the absence of additional 

attachments. I am also certain that this is addressed in the response affidavit I 

refer to above. In no case do I remember any real search. As with Caire, uakk 

all that was required was one trip to the basement to xkxkeys remove one record 

from the Caire appeals file and that was it. The only "lengthy references" I 

recall are to the search slips and they were in my office because of their importance. 

I made duplicate copies of them for this purpose when I received them. Moreover, 

most of what I used was already in thee case record, my copies of which are in my 

office, and required no seafching at all, This whole thing is contrived, without 

basis in the case record, and simply is not true. 

40 middle of page, "Plaintiff has failed to demonstrate any extenuating circum 

stances..o"(Emphasis added) While they pretend, without any evidence, that my 

health did not qualify as an extenuating circumstance, and never once cite their 

own language ol their own demands, they have not even bothered to deny that I had, as 

without contradiction I had attested, already provided all the information and 

documentation of which I knew. Not "any?" /S nit Thin et nay am vine [12 ) 

40 awqard of fees against tesar, 140 not know if you or Hitchcock will respond to 

this but early on in the hassle I provided an affidavit in which I attested that 

he had come here, spent much of a day attempting to persuade me to make at least a 

gesture toward compliance, and I refused. lle did not have to remind me of the 

possibility of a contempt citation but he may have and } know we discussed it fhen 

and later. He even contrived a situation in court that might have been intended to 

coerce me or lead me to believe that thereafter I had no ae ee in his 

continuing effort to get me to do as he counselled he even failé&<to tell the court 

then that I had refused, although he did not long thereafter. There simply is no 

basis at all for any efvort against him and the case record is clear on this. I think, 

in the int, érest of all attorneys, the response to all of this and what follows 

ought be vigorous. It is wma outright fabfication to intimidate all atizpneys 

willing to take cases for those who cannot pay them as well as, in some circumstances, 

attorneys with well-off and corporate clients. 

41 Third graf,"Plaintiff and his attorney have failed to show any reason who 

expenses should not be awarded against theme" This is a plain lie, more grevous 

with regard to Jim. With regard to the second sentence, it claims that because Jim 

pursued my legitimate objective, rfectly lawful thing, that he is subject to sanctions. 

This gets to the Stanton case againg and in the interest of all attorneys, not just 

  

Jim, I do hope it will be cited. tle was without question subject to severe sanctions 

if he failed to pursue my lawful objectives.



It also is not true to Say that "Plaintiff opposed the discovery on the basis 
that the government should max hever be allowed discovery on the search issue." This saya 
@mpe. that I had no other "basis," which is false, It..likewise is untrue that 4 knew, 
simply because the judge had ruled against me, that my "continued refusal to answer 
defendant's discovery was unjustified." I knew that he had held against me but I 
also knew that what I had filed was true and relevant, and I certainly knew that I 
had the right - Inregarded it as the obligation - to take the issue up on appeal. 
That 1 intended this was well and clearly known to the government and the judge. 
I even asked Jim to ask the Gudge to expedite it, and Jim did and was refusede 

Their misrepresentation is compounded at the bottom of the page, continuing 
on the next, when they first say I'd "shown no special circumstances that would make 
an award unjust" and then limit their supposed proof £0 their misrepresentation of 
what I did do in that time period and then limit this to a) a misrepresentation of 
what they asked in their interrogatories, not once quoted, and b) ignore their 
demand for "each and every" document. (The meaning of their actual discovery 
demands is in the case record and is unrefuted, I did respond to this misrepresentation 
under oaGh and they here misrepresent it, having produced no evidence of thiér ow 
at district court on the questions 

Comment: Based on extensive prior experience, I am seriously concerned about the 
cumulative effect of such extensive and deliberate misrepresentation, so extensive 
that there simply is no possibility of refuting all of it. I think this makes some 
strong refutation of as much as possible essential. If you knew the truth behind the 
# spectro decision ghey cite you'd better understand what 1 mean by my actual 
experiences when courts are overwhelmed by an accumulation these kinds of mig~ 
representations, with some members perhaps welcoming them. But my major fear is 
for the nullification of the Act, fof practical purposes, and the hazard to 
attorneys, that can result. 

44 It simply is not true to allege that Lesar did not "demonstrate that it was an 
abuse of discretion to order the award against him..." (lines 8-9) The concluding 
Sentence of this paragraph makes Stanton more essential, I think. : 

The next Paragraph is a concatination of fabrications. First, Jim is not in 
any way responsible, their word, and he did not act "jointly" with me. He went, I 
think, a bit too far in the opposite direction, and the record is clear on that, too. 
Then begins a Serious of outright lies, beginning four lines up: "The district court 

oe : clations a With plaintiff in this litigation 
for more than five years." This didn't happen even a single time and there was no 
possibility of it having noieats He Cred an othe by atric | hae brad soy Gatien o Mae idge. 

had closely observed plaintiff's
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Of course there is nothitg in the case record on this and I understand they are 

limited to what is in the case record. But in those years + kept a rudimentary diary. 

It shows that if there was a status call in 1978 I did not attend it. I went there 

for one April 6 but abruptly that afternoon Judge Oberdorfer recused himself. 

I did not attend any status call, if there was one, in 1979. 

In 1980 ae there 3/25. As I remember it, Dan Metcalfe and Lesar agreed in 

save? f to give (i more time, I sat in the audience, not with Jim, and "etcalfe 

  

blocked: mith's efforts to throw the New Orleans case out simply because I'd asked 

for the Dallas records! (The additional oiberial obstructions were diagnosed 9/ 2, D 

aadxbyziheuxtmmsxbaretycublextacwakks}x72x Gas operated on 9/16, discharged 

9/30, rushed back 10/1 for emergency arterial surgery, discharged 10/16) 

  

I have not been able to get to any calendar call or anything else in Washington 

since, except that I have medical transportation for my regular (every y weeks) 

sufgical checkup. (MA A Wwe Lane wantin ae Suryera 4 e/ 

So, the one chance Smith had to "observe" me I was not even with Lesar and 

there was no reason for me to be with him then and there was no other possibility. 

There is no reason to believe that Smith “observed" me, lexve alon¢ "closely," 

and there was not, on that one occasion, any possibility of anything that could 
   

   

      

     

be interpreted as "closely observed plaintiff's counsel's relations with plaintiff 

eeef0r more than five yearse " 

On that one occasion in 1980, Dan Metcalfe represented the government, not 

any of EWixsigaukuess those on this brief, or laHaie. To the best of my knowledge 
not one of them, including Latlaie, has ever seen me and I am confident I have never 

seen any of them, anywheree | 

This is a complete and total f ion, manufactured to be dqmaging and 

and to deceive and mislead the courtJ It is enythie but justification for the 

fabrication that follows and is nasea CE that oe provided a basis for the 

court's "disceftion to decide that plaintiff's counsel shared responsibility for 

refusing to comply with discovery..." 

If the situation were reversed the government would regard such an offense as 

actionable. I think that it is necessary to move to expunge and that this is much 

more important than any delay that would ensue in oral argument. This and the 

deliber&tke lie about the Dallas request, which is essential to the claim that there 

was any /at1as search, are enough basis for moving to expunge but I believe there 

are other bases. It is, I believe, j Soren: & - vy persons qnher ey n Lesar's, 

and possibly most of all, in the interest 0 » Which + and a my 

  

primary concerng,1t would go a long way to resolving this case in an acceptable



manner, which I've sought for years, to mitigating the libels these miserable 

creatures have laid on me to the courts (and I have every reason to believe 

elsewhere) , and it just might reduce similar op inf that if my experiences are at 

all typical, taint every FOIA Caseo They a fein el ym WL. 

Checking my diaries reminds me that they've lied also about the delays. 

I not only was not responsible for them - I could not have been. They alone were, 

until the time they moved for discovery. Perhaps there may be something I do not 

recall between Cesar and them, but if so it could not have been an appreciable part 

of oe year ss a 80 of the time in question. tet they repeat 

through? that Ifhave caused the delayse Thei¥ own schedule of the production of 

records will come close to eebisaies this by itself. Their falsehoods about the 

delays appears to me to be a major part of their casey especially in the allegations 

against Lesar, for them hold hingesponsible, even for not "controlling" me when I 

responded under oath to their persisting misrepresentations that often are much 

more serious thay simplg misrepresentations, as my uncontested affidavits state. 

45 the business about Lesar's asicing for two weeks 2/22/83 because he intended 

15. ‘A to draft responses to the interrogatories. They represent that he was not truthful. 

He was truthful. He had been here, I had refused, he asked me to tell him what could 

be said, and briefly I did. He had every reason to believe that another draft might 

have been required because he knew I opposed even what he had in mind. What I saw 

and he did not, quite aside from principled objections to entirely unnecessary 

dixcovery in an FOIA @ase when it would only have further delayed that case and 

is, 1 believe, wrong under the law, is that it could have subjected me to new 

Charges because it would not and could not have complied with their actual discovery 

demands, even if limited, as their demands were not limited, to interrogatoriese 

In the end, for both reasons, principle and personal hazard, I refused. So, he was 

completely truthful and I am confident that the actual case record, rather than 

this deliberate corruption of it, will leave this without doubts In even their 

representation, "Plaintiff's counsel claims that he had expected plaintiff to 

aed Chat Zee. but was unable to persuade him to do so," Jim was truthful. While I might 

WORE hee ms do not doubt that Leadr hoped I would agree, if only fox. Ay he 

fear of correctly anticipating what has ensuede 

That all of this is contrived to defame lesar becomes apparent in what follows, 

the charge that he had "forgotten entirely his duties as an officer of the court." 

There is no other basis for this assault upon his integrity and professionalisn, 

and in order to strengthen this purpose there follows another misrepresentation of 

the record, limited entirely to what is in the brief, which I presume means your @ 

o 
Natt #eh ewe 

brief, "Indeed, nowhere in his brief on appeal is there any acknowledgement of his



Response is not limited to giving them the answers they demanded, as they try to 

Make the court believe with this formulation and what follows. They here attempt .to 

deceive and mislead and, I believe, they do msirepresente



A 

duty to assist the court in bringing this litigation to a resolution." But in the 
case record there is very much of what he did jo facilitate just this, beginning 

with my offer of a major compromise, to dismiss and not refile the case, which 

they turned down while insisting upon the Vaughn index I also agreed to waives 

He "Exummt propssed other courses, incduding, a’ my reyuest, asking to be enab 

take the questions at issue directly to the appeals courte H 

dad to 

    
   

Another lie, perhaps less so if reference to your bretf only is intended, is, 

"There is no suggestion that plaintiff's counsel advised plaintiff of his obligation 

to comply with the orders of the courte" On this the case record is overflowing and 

is exactly the opposite of what the government represents, including at least one 

affidavit from me that, typically, is entirely unrefuted. (No effort made.) 

46 While my recollection now is nog certain, I believe that it is fafise to 

represent that all we filed "was merely a repetition of the very same blanket 

objections the court had just denied." I also think this is established in the 

case record after they made those charges at district courte 

The more I read this the more I fear that those dreadful people expect to take 

additional steps against Jim based on thesé Sxakmixa fabrication and this, in 
turn, makes me believe even stronger that they require vigorous and definitve 

responsee 

46 He had the "obligation" to "control" me 4 If there was anything wrong with 

those aS the place to do something was in district courte They made a 

gesture against, one and even Smith denied that. They ignored all the others simply 

because they are in point, are factual and are irrefutable. They waived any basis 

for objecting to those affidavits by not responding to them and leaving them 

entirely uncontradicted. And, once again, it is a lie to state that these 

affidavits "belie" my claims with regard to what their actual rather than their 

misrepresented discovery demands required of me. Once again, I filed ang affidavit 

and they did not dispute it in any way, leave alone attempt to refute ite ( Even 

after all the medical records and bills 1 filed they refer only to my "clained" 

medical condition and limitations, in an effort to eccom lish improperly what they 

could not do properly, Pwd plot fy shoe thr [1 

It simply is not tpue end"is their standard boilerplate for what they cannot 

address in any other way for ian to claim that what I filed was ibrelevy Ant and 

Virtually inoamorshienaitiis and maligned the FLI and its employees. And, obviously, 

if there was any factual error the place to address it was at district court, not 

with this kind of entirely unsupported slander that is immune because it is before 

a courte In each and every instance, I am confident, each of those affidavits 
Sregins with a statement of my qualifications and is followed by a precise statement 
Othe
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of the government's filing it addresses. Again, I believe a few samples would be 

illumin&ting::to the court, and the business about maligning makes more relevant 
those few pages from the Senate subcommittee's DJ testimony,where Shea and the 

Civil Division people stated that the FBI's behavior toward me was indefensible. 
While I, too, would have preferred that Lesar present more than a "notice of 

filing, " I know nde gida't have time then (I'm sure there are leng delags after 
he received my affidavits, as the dates will establish) and he may well have 

believed that becatise each 6f these affidavirsn rather than being irrelevant, 

begins with a precise statement of what it responds to, when he had no time there 

was no real ne@d to file anything else with them at that time. 
It slanders both of us to state that he "viewed himself solely as plaintiff's 

mouthpiece" and in fact he did not file all the affidavits + provided. This, interesting, 

is the exact opposite of another charge they laid on him earlier, that he was merely 

using ne for his own endse I believe he can provide ite I recall responding in an 

affidavite | 
This is followed with the same fabrication documented above, "The district 

court had observed cpunsel's behavior during the five years since the action was filed," 

when nothing at all transpired before the court for most of that time, and the 

charge that 

47 The judge "saw the delays caused hy plaintiff and his counsel's acquiescence 

and encouragement of plaintiff's interminable demands for an ever-increasing search," 
This is the py@cise lie they were able to con the court in in the spectro casee I did 

not in any way enlarge on my requests. The problem is that to this day they have 

never searched to comp]y with my actual requests. 2) 
Comment: Whether or not this, too, is intended to be the basis for an action against 
“esar, I think it makes much more important their deliberate lie xagai about my 

Dallas request, what it really asked for, which is the basis and purpose of their 

lie on page 2. 

In any event, they attribute delays to us¢ but do not specify a single one at 

this point and no relevant one elsewhere, other than the two weeks in which jim tried 

with@ut success to convince mes Two’ weéks “in ‘five yearskx is insignificant. 

And again, this untruth is not in thé case record. and’ thus is not clied to ite 
Throughout you will find that what is not cited to it is not in it ané@ is just made 

up for purposes of this brief, which makes no reference to yours thgt I remember to 

this point. Or to Hitchcock's.: 

Citation of Gullo v Hirst is not specific, but it appears to be based on the 

false representation that Lesar rather than.they caused the delaysy. It’ appears to



represent that my announced intention to appval the discovery is improper: 

"harassing. e orecklessly invoking court action in frivolous causes by foot dragging 

and delaying in order to deny or postpone the enjoyment of unquestioned rights." - 

The refer to what they impdy is “esar's obligation in this citation,"not to 

indulge in any of these practise" and thus imply that he did, and the conclusion 

of the quote fortifies my belief that they are up to something against him, 

"(W)hen the responsibility can be fixed remedial action should be taken." 
I believe that failure to make vigorous and appropriate response, meaning 

really definitive exposure, will merely encourage them to make such an effort, and 

that, cettainly, aside from the harm to rig will take infinitely more time that 

making that response now and making it unequivocal and definitivee 

Is there any doubt in your mind that if you or Lesar or Hitchcock would do as 

they. have done they would seek sanctions against you?


